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Regulations for the Conduct of University Examinations

Brief note about nature of change: Revisions to update for accuracy and to aid
comprehension

Effective date
With immediate effect

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2014, Regulations for the Conduct of University Examinations,
Part 17

Detail of change
Page 38, lines 14 to 25
New text has been underlined; deleted text has been struck through.
Preliminary or Qualifying Examinations for Master's Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates
Other Examinations
17.7. The examiners in any Preliminary or Qualifying Examination or in any examination for
a course of special study for the Degree of M.Phil. or Master of Science or in any
examination for the degree of Master of Studies a graduate taught programme or for a
diploma or certificate except the Diploma in Law or the Certificate in Management Studies
shall:
(1) determine the candidates (identified only by their examination number) who have
satisfied them;

(2) if the regulations governing the particular Examination permit, determine the
candidates who have shown sufficient merit to obtain a distinction; and
(3) forthwith provide the information determined under paragraphs (1) and (2) above to
the Registrar using the Registrar’s Results Lists.
Explanatory Notes
Part 17 of the Regulations for the Conduct of University Examinations has a number of subheadings to aid in the finding of the relevant information. One of these headings does not
accurately reflect the content of the regulations that follow and is therefore being changed
to aid comprehension. The current heading is Preliminary or Qualifying Examinations for
Master's Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates. This implies that the regulations that follow
are only concerned with preliminary examinations and qualifying examinations for certain
courses. The regulations in fact are concerned with a much wider range of examinations
including the final award for MPhil, MSc and MSt programmes. As the list of matriculated
graduate taught programmes is not complete, it is being updated to cover all matriculated
graduate taught programmes.

